


The Fortis mask is a further development of
the popular Light V2 and Heavy V2 series.
It combines the advantages of both masks and
makes them both needless. The durability has
also been revised. With more durable materials
it is now even more robust (up to 500fps).
The shape and structure have been reworked
and are now more ergonomic.



The nose pad has been redesigned.
It is now even more robust and seals
even better thanks to its ergonomics.
The new materials are more flexible and
nestle against the bridge of the nose
without tension.

The grids specifically manufactured for
the Ghost mask have been double
coated to increase the durability.
Regardless of its strength with up to
500fps it´s still flexible enough to adjust
to every face shape. It can even hold up
BB´s from close rage without deforming.

With only 50g it weighs less than half of
a standard airsoft mask, but is more
robust and ergonomic. Even after several
hours it is hardly noticeable. Both for the
carrier and the player. Like a Ghost....
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Attributes:
Materials:
- eco friendly and 100% recyclable fiber- Polyamid

Ergonomics:
- Seamless technology for higher comfort
- comfortable around the ears
- 3D circular knit technology
- Air gap ribs, airflow zone on ears, mouth, nose and head
for more breathability

Temperature regulation:
- Highest breathability
- Keeps cool

General attributes:
- Hacteriostatic, hypoallergenic and odor-repellent
- Wear- and pilling-resistant
- Colors: tan, black, grey and ranger green

Breathable and
sweat-absorbent

Cool Anti-UV Strong
elasticity

Our Balaclava and Neck Gaiter are the only ones specifically
developed for Airsoft. For this we gathered many ideas and

wishes from Airsoft players.

Available in
many colors

Olive



Every aspect of Ghost Mask -Balaclava
and Neck Gaiter� is designed so that every
critical point for an Airsoft Player is
covered.

In combination with the Ghost Mask
-Balaclava or Neck Gaiter�, fogging of
the googles is a thing of the past. With
the innovative Airflow concept the air
escapes without buildup. This improves
breathing and prevents fogging.

The Balaclava and Neck Gaiter are made
of a breathable and quick-drying polyamide.
Because of the cut no further fastenings are
needed to hold the mask in place.



The air intake zones are located exactly at the
important points for the airsoft player.

To keep seams and friction as low as possible,
we use polyamide with seamless technology.

What properties do polyamides have?

Polyamide fibres are particularly tear- and
abrasion-resistant and extremely elastic and
stretchable. In addition, polyamide absorbs
little moisture, dries particularly quickly and
is very tear-resistant and hard-wearing both
when wet and dry. The low water absorption,
in particular, gives polyamides their very
high dimensional stability. The water is
released directly back into the air. The light
fabric (lighter than silk) is mothproof.



www.nb-tactical com.

We appreciate your interest in our
products. We are constantly trying to
improve and to hear your feedback.

Only with your feedback we are able to
make good products for our beloved
Airso Sport.

see you..


